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Gregory is a phenomenal photographer. He captured the most
memorable moments of my wedding with style and beauty.
Gregory's true gift is catching those candid moments right when
they happen. His energetic and humorous personality brings out
a smile in anyone.
When planning my wedding finding a top-notch photographer
was top on my list. Gregory's pictures were beyond what I
expected.
Jamie & John

Gregory Case did an outstanding job with our wedding
photography. Gregory is a true professional, an artist with a huge
heart, who successfully captured the emotion of the most
beautiful day of my life! I highly recommend him as my top
photographer.
Michelle & Eric

Gregory Case photography was the best decision we made for
our wedding by far. Gregory exceeded our expectations
repeatedly with his professionalism, kind heartedness, flexibility,
generosity, and passion for photography.
Even before we received our pictures back, we recommended
him to a friend for her wedding because he is not only a fantastic
photographer, but wonderful with people too.
One thing that he did that many other photographers did not
offer is he volunteered to come to our rehearsal so he can get to
know our family and close friends, as well as, see the wedding
location lighting before the big day. This meant a lot to us.
We originally thought we were going to purchase 50 pictures
from Gregory and we ended up choosing 282. He knows how to
capture every moment and he did that and so much more at our
wedding. Elena and he make a wonderful team and we hope to
have them photograph more of our life events.
Heather & Harit
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Gregory and Elena photographed our wedding in July 2004. We
were delighted and extremely satisfied with their work. They
proved to be very professional, thorough, and remained in
constant contact with us both before and after our wedding
event. Their expertise and keen eye for the right shots at the right
time was brilliant.
To start the process, they took the time to survey the site and
inquire about our expectations for the event. Additionally, they
followed up with us the day of the event to check in to make sure
our expected shots were taken before the completion of the
wedding. They remained flexible throughout the process--not
easy--given there were several last minute adjustments to our
schedule and venue.
Without hesitation, we would highly recommend Gregory and
Elena for any opportunities you have to utilize their services. We
most certainly plan to use them for of our any future needs or
events.
Arleen & Ed
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